
Walking the Path of the Heart - Summer Retreat 

 
 

We invite you to the retreat of "Walking the Path of the Heart", full of powerful profound loving 
healing ceremonies with Norwegian elder (Kiva and Sundeer), wisdomkeeper, pure channel, heart-
centered 'straight to the point' healer and runemaster Ragnar Johnsen. 

This time as well as diving deep through the ceremonies, we will also celebrate Life,  
ourselves and Summer for being at the fullest of it's blossoming...  
We will make music together and sing... 
 A special Rose ceremony will be shared for opening up our heart as the Rose in full bloom,  
so that this universal healing energy can pour through each and one of us.  
A ceremony sharing the Medicines of the Roses, supported by Ragnar and Wieteke Brocken. 
It takes place in a beautiful peaceful oasis. A Zen temple in the middle of the city of Tilburg  
called Meditation House Het Zonnelicht. 

 
This is what Ragnar shares about the retreat: 
 

I am happy to invite you for a weekend of sharing the Medicines of the Heart…  
A journey of diving deep into your own healing process and the mysteries of yourself...  
No time frames… A free space just to be…  
No masks needed, no expectations to live up to…  
A space where you will feel safe to open up to what you carry inside and that stands in the way of 
your own growth… Only “you” know what “you” carry... 
 Your responsibility for a good retreat is that you speak from your Heart and give a chance 
for light to shine on something that is important for you… 

We will learn how to better understand ourselves, and the journey we are here to do...  
We learn how to listen to our Heart and be guided by our Inner Voice, our Soul…  
Finding a greater inner peace and advancing on our path… 

The most beautiful thing about doing intuitive workshops and ceremonies  
is that never two are the same...  
I never know what will happen or how it will all take form  
and I love this feeling of stepping in to the unknown…  
Centering in the Heart and trusting in the creative powers of the unknown,  
The Great Mystery… Allowing the needs of each and one of us to give form to the field of energy  



in which we will be moving…  
What I do know, is that each time healing takes place, moments of realizations and understanding is 
reached, as well as guidance received... 
You will have a new experience, a new journey each time you take part in these Ceremonies… 
Always A beautiful co-creation, Always finding its own specific form of healing… 

I work with different tools like the runes, stones, crystals, the drum & singing for bringing clarity and 
healing for Body, Mind and Spirit...  
I am there as a canal to contribute for change, growth and healing to take place and we create 
together how it will take form…  

I invite you to share from your Heart and give a chance for light to shine on something  
that is important for "you"… Sharing outspoken or just shared as a focused intention… 
We will work on how to release our emotional wounds… 
 How to free our self from the mental programs and self-limitations that we all carry and 
is holding us back from reaching our true potential… 

The ceremonies are shared in a crystal portal, and we will meet the healing energies  
of our dear brothers and sisters from the mineral kingdom... 
I will support & guide you through this part of your process by harmonizing our collective field  
and giving hands on personal support for release when needed…  
We will travel to the beat of the drum and Iwill share with you songs of healing…  
We will also practice a Healing Heart meditation called “One Minute a Day”…  
Meeting the Runes and their wisdom as well as I will answer questions  
and shine light on issues related to your personal journeys... 
“Love lifts to surface all that needs to be healed…” 

Ragnar 

 
Practical info: 
Friday: 19-22h (walk in from 18h) 
Saturday: 10.00 - 21.00 (walk in from 9.30) 
Sunday: 10.00 - 17.00 (walk in from 9.30) 

Mia, our great cook will take care of us with her beautiful Ayurvedic food. 
Lunch & dinner Saturday          Lunch Sunday 

You have to organize your own accommodation to sleep. 
Accomodaties  
 
We can offer to help with sleeping for 4 people. Please ask for prices. 

Contribution for the weekend:        Sponsor price; 404 euro 
 
For those who are financially fortunate, to make the support price 
possible for those who have little financial means. 
Regular price; 366 euro.        Support price on request. 
Paying a deposit, secures your place. 

For more information and registration; contact Wieteke Brocken: 
wieteke@aardeenco.nl or send a pm by messenger. 

Registration for the retreat at Het Zonnelicht 11-13 of October  is also open.  
 
We are happy to welcome you with open Hearts... 

https://d.docs.live.net/5cecf0a8db89df0e/Documents/Het%20ZonneLicht/PR%20Zonnelicht/B%20%5e0%20B%20Tilburg/Overnachtingsmogelijheden%20omgeving-Het%20Zonnelicht.pdf
mailto:wieteke@aardeenco.nl

